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Data from Council on Undergraduate Research website 7/15/2012; Internet 
Archive Wayback Machine: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20120715035519/http://www.cur.org/resources/
students/undergraduate_journals/ 
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As academic outreach lead for an innovative, academic authorship 
& publishing tool, I have recently experienced interest from 
undergraduate journal student editors in partnering with Overleaf. Mainly, I 
have seen interest in creating a manuscript template that streamlines 
submissions and reduces cumbersome editorial & formatting processes. 
Additionally, the undergraduate journals are interested in being featured on 
Overleaf’s publishing partner page for enhanced discoverability and 
international presence. After further conversations about these inquiries 
and taking a look at some supporting data regarding the growth of 
undergraduate journals along with growth in open access & research 
collaboration, I am beginning to detect correlations between these three 
areas related to scholarly communications. 
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https://www.overleaf.com


Growth has been experienced not only in undergraduate research  journals, 
but in more and more researchers collaborating. As a result, we are 
continuing to see more authors per paper. Additionally, collaboration 
continues to grow within and among institutions internally, 
externally, nationally, and internationally between researchers, Libraries, 
Publishing/Univ Presses, Grad Schools & Repositorians, and student journals 
to support collaborative research and publishing. Student journals may likely 
include collaborative efforts with faculty, international authors, Library 
Publishers, . New technology and authoring tools become key in 
supporting and simplifying these new collaborations and helping to 
provide professional-looking, easy-to-share, & discoverable outputs.

https://figshare.com/articles/The_Connected_Culture_of_Collaboration_Report/4702642

Photo: Fine Focus student contributor attending an international conference 
to raise journal brand awareness and solicit submissions. 
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Growth of Open Access > Growth in Global Collaboration > Growth in use of 
Overleaf (effortless collaboration & seamless integrations) 
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Innovative cloud-based writing, editing & publishing tools like Overleaf 
provide one version of the document automatically saved in the cloud 
with easy sharing options. Tools like Overleaf are typically platform 
agnostic, meaning that collaborators can be using Mac, PC, Linux, etc. No 
time needs to be spent making sure everyone is using the same version 
of software or downloading versions of software on local machines. 
The document is collaborated on simply by accessing it via a browser of 
choice. Quick edits can even be made using a tablet or smartphone! 
Typesetting is done automatically in the background and formatting is 
preset per template used. Publisher submission systems and editorial 
workflows can also access the document in the cloud and add edits and 
comments and share easily back & forth with authors. Readers can enjoy 
pretty PDF/print ready versions of the published papers. 
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Traditionally, word processors present difficulty when it comes to formatting 
equations/formulas. LaTeX is much preferred for handling equations and the 
auto-typesetting provides a professional, aesthetically pleasing PDF output. I 
have noted that librarians searching for Open Textbook sources notice the 
difference when LaTeX has been used for typesetting (vs. Word). Open 
Textbook LaTeX source code (depending on CC licensing) can be uploaded to 
Overleaf and adapted for faculty use & authoring along with journal 
templates, assignment templates, lab report templates, etc. 

Feedback from Mason Boles of Fine Focus: “Editors can sometimes spend 
hours sifting through submissions while making sure that all papers follow 
the guidelines for formatting. Using Overleaf and a premade template, the 
author would save time and effort by using an established template for the 
journal instead of spending time in word processor applications trying to 
make sure everything matches exactly, the editors will save time, and the 
submissions themselves would require little to no time at all to prepare for 
publishing.” 
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The mature Rich Text mode developed in Overleaf enables greater 
interdisciplinary collaboration on research and writing allowing an easier 
transition for researchers/faculty who are more familiar with using word 
processors. 
Mason Boles interview quote: “Overleaf, or LaTeX in general, can seem 
intimidating to a new user. I know this because I was intimidated about a 
year ago when I started writing in Overleaf. I could imagine that a new user 
would be too uncomfortable to attempt a scientific paper in LaTeX without 
the knowledge of the code to get through. But, this is where the template 
comes to save the day. The hope is that, with a pre-built template with clear 
instructions, little to no knowledge of LaTeX would be necessary at all. We 
would just need to show our authors how powerful the tool is and how easy 
it is to use.” 
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Challenges/Benefits quote from Mason Boles interview: 
“As someone who is not extensively knowledgeable in LaTeX code outside 
of using Overleaf, I have found it to be quite challenging to develop a 
template suitable for Fine Focus authors. I have realized that being able to 
produce a paper in Overleaf and creating a template which will be easy to 
use for our authors are completely different in nature. Being involved with 
a regular school load doesn’t help the issue, but I have studied other 
templates in order to obtain an understanding of templates and assist 
with this goal.” 



Mason Boles on how Fine Focus helps undergraduate students in 
microbiology publish results from, sometimes, many semesters of research:

 “Our mission: We are a web and print journal dedicated to showcasing the 
research of undergraduate students, internationally, in all fields of 
microbiology. Fine Focus is managed entirely by undergraduate students 
from production to print.” 

Fine Focus is a faculty-led, student-driven journal with the home institution 
being Ball State University. 
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Innovative workflow options to improve student journal workflows 
and discoverability 
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Shelly and Peter have been collaborating for about 6 months and during the 
first quarter of 2017 worked together with Overleaf and Virginia Tech teams 
to implement a customized Virginia Tech Overleaf portal that features LaTeX 
writing templates including one for the Virginia Tech faculty journal, 
International Journal of Recirculating Aquaculture. Once student journal 
templates have been established, they can be featured on the portal and in 
the Overleaf template gallery, viewed by international researchers. 
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Looking forward and considering innovative workflows for student and 
faculty journals – a sample workflow… 
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Shelly Miller, Sales & Academic Outreach Manager, Overleaf 
shelly.miller@overleaf.com  




